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Background: A large body of survey-based research asserts that the quality and strength of student-teacher relationships (STRs) predict a host of academic and nonacademic outcomes; however, advances in survey design research have led some to question existing survey instruments’ psychometric soundness. Concurrently, qualitative research on STRs has identified important developmental and sociocultural variation in the ways students define, understand, and react to relationships with their teachers. The questions raised by survey methodologists, together with the conceptual elaboration of STRs, suggest that survey instruments used to assess STRs are due for a systematic review.

Purpose/Research Questions: This review of survey instruments examines the strengths and shortcomings of existing measures of STRs. Specifically, we ask: How do student self-report survey instruments assess STRs? We examined the extent to which these instruments reflect current survey design principles and existing knowledge about how STRs work, particularly for adolescents.

Research Design, Data Collection, and Analysis: A systematic search of peer-reviewed journal articles that (a) focused on North American middle- or high-school students, (b) linked STRs to student outcomes, and (c) used a student-report measure of STRs yielded 66 studies for which we could obtain the full instrument. Instruments were analyzed using a literature-informed protocol and an iterative process that resulted in strong inter-rater agreement. We used tables and matrices to examine patterns, themes, and outliers in our coded data.

Findings: The 66 studies varied considerably with respect to how they operationalized STRs and how they addressed the validity of their instruments. Similar survey items were used to measure different constructs, and constructs with the same names were measured inconsistently across studies. Many instruments were limited by (a) items that included words with ambiguous meanings, (b) inconsistent identification of instruments’ focal students and teachers across instruments, and (c) the use of negatively worded items to measure STRs’ strength.

Conclusions and Recommendations: If STR research is to meet its promise to guide and inform teachers’ efforts to develop and sustain effective relationships with their students, the field needs to properly identify those behaviors that make a difference for different students and those that do not. The next generation of student-report STR survey instruments requires more stringent attention to construct specification and validity, as well as to item generation (specifically, language use), in order to most effectively measure and identify aspects of STRs that affect student performance and well-being.
Executive Summary

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE

Empirical research on student-teacher relationships (STRs) consistently emphasizes their benefit to students. Qualitative and quantitative literature over the last four decades has identified associations between strong STRs and improved academic, social, and developmental outcomes; however, new advances in survey design research have led some to question existing survey instruments’ psychometric soundness. Concurrently, qualitative research on STRs has identified important developmental and sociocultural variation in the ways students define, understand, and respond to relationships with their teachers. Together, these developments suggest that self-report survey instruments used to assess STRs are due for a thorough review.

This article’s primary objective is to advance STR research by systematically reviewing a comprehensive, multidisciplinary set of survey instruments administered to middle- and high-school students. We posed our research question—How do student self-report survey instruments assess STRs?—with three foci in mind: We set out to learn the extent to which STR instruments: aligned with current survey research methodology principles; reflected common conceptualizations of how STRs work (that STRs involve both student and teacher, serve as a source of social capital or instrumental benefit, and are shaped by status, power and sociocultural differences between teachers and students); and aligned with adolescents’ developmental characteristics and needs.

METHODS

Using electronic search engines and snowball sampling techniques, we conducted a systematic search for peer-reviewed journal articles, applying the following search parameters: survey-based studies that focused on North American middle- or high-school students, linked STRs to student outcomes, and utilized a student-report measure of STRs. Our initial sample of 128 articles was winnowed down to 66 studies for which we could obtain the full instrument, either because it was published with the related journal article, because it was otherwise accessible, or because the author provided it upon our request. Because some of these 66 studies used the same survey instruments, our analysis encompassed 49 unique instruments. We coded these instruments, using a rigorous and iterative process that resulted in strong inter-rater consensus. Following coding, we used tables and matrices to examine patterns, themes, and outliers.

FINDINGS

Descriptive analyses revealed that the 66 included studies varied considerably with respect to their samples, how they addressed the validity of their instruments, and how they operationalized STRs. We found that authors used different names to refer to the STR constructs they studied. Author-named constructs (a term to we adopted to indicate constructs as named by our 66 articles’ authors in their respective publications) included teacher support (62%), connectedness or connections between students and teachers (20%), teacher caring for students (6%), the general relationship between students and teachers (20%), and a smattering of other constructs that appeared less frequently, such as teachers’ respect and liking for students, students’ attachment to teachers, and teachers’ support for student autonomy (8% in total). We found that 45% did not address the validity of the student-teacher instruments or items used. Of the studies that did address validity, only 36% provided a thorough explanation of the validity measures taken.

Our analysis of the 49 instruments used in these studies to assess STRs and the individual survey items that comprise them generated two sets of emergent findings. First, we found that instruments did not fully assess STRs according to survey methodology principles or common conceptualizations of how STRs
work for adolescents, often resulting in problems with construct specification and validity among the instruments we analyzed. Specifically, we found that similar survey items were used to measure different author-named constructs and that constructs with the same names were measured inconsistently across studies. Second, we found that survey-item generation was hindered by ineffective wording choices, as illustrated by (a) the inclusion of words with ambiguous meanings, (b) inconsistent identification of focal students and teachers, and (c) the use of negatively worded items, a practice that goes against survey-research methodologists’ recommendations, particularly for adolescent respondents.

**IMPLICATIONS**

Our review highlights common areas assessed across the particular phenomena studied (e.g., the ubiquity of items coded as teacher caring or teacher support), suggesting characteristics of a multidimensional STR construct. We also note the variability of phenomena measured across instruments. This diversity illustrates how scholars have studied STRs using an array of approaches, which paints a multifaceted portrait of STRs. However, the heterogeneity of STR survey instruments’ content and design—particularly where these qualities stray from survey-research methodologists’ recommendations—creates a risk of inaccurate measurement of STRs and may therefore limit researchers’ ability to further specify how to promote these critically important relationships. Therefore, we conclude that the next generation of student-report STR survey instruments requires more stringent attention to construct specification and validity and item generation (specifically, language use) in order to most fully measure aspects of STRs that matter to students.

Fuller, more explicit specification of an STR construct is necessary to move research in this field forward. We see this study’s results as a step toward that end. First, the consistent identification of STR characteristics such as teacher caring, respect, and fairness across instruments suggests the presence of key characteristics of STRs and also suggests that STRs are multidimensional, consisting of multiple phenomena that represent the actions and perceptions of both students and teachers. These findings stand to extend common conceptualizations of STRs that we found in the broad body of STR research literature—that STRs occur between students and teachers; represent a source of social capital that benefits students; and are shaped by status, power, and sociocultural differences between students and teachers. While pursuing the development of a multidimensional STR construct, though, it will be important to narrow down and specify the phenomena considered to contribute to strong STRs. The establishment of convergent and discriminant validity of an STR construct, phenomena that the construct both includes and excludes, is critical to researchers’ efforts to more clearly define and understand the STR itself. From the 40 separate survey item types we identified, we believe that it is possible and critical to identify key phenomena to assess so that future STR survey researchers can more precisely gauge students’ understanding, experiences and perceptions of STRs.

The time is right for a second generation of student self-report STR survey instruments that are more developmentally and socioculturally attuned, specific, consistent, and actionable. Such instruments would enable educators and policymakers to better understand teachers’ contributions to strong STRs. The knowledge these instruments produce could, in turn, inform the design of preservice learning experiences, professional development opportunities, and even performance evaluation criteria for teachers. Ultimately, a more robust understanding of STRs requires a critical interrogation of what it is that we think we know about STRs and greater precision in the future measurement of this complex phenomenon. While this charge may seem steep, our findings reveal a clear pathway by which research can help teachers to become even more informed, supportive, and effective and to promote classrooms in which students thrive.
Empirical research on student-teacher relationships (STRs) consistently emphasizes their benefit to students. Over the last four decades, qualitative and quantitative literature has identified associations between strong STRs and improved academic, social, and developmental outcomes, including deeper academic engagement (e.g., Fredricks, Blumenfeld, & Paris, 2004; Murray & Zvoch, 2011), increased academic achievement (e.g., Lewis et al., 2012), resiliency in the face of trying life circumstances (e.g., Werner & Smith, 1982, 2001), and lower incidences of health-risk behaviors such as smoking and alcohol use (e.g., Darwich, Hymel, & Waterhouse, 2012; Resnick et al., 1997). Students who report having a strong, supportive relationship with a teacher are also less likely to drop out of school (Tuck, 2012). Taken together, this body of research strongly suggests that teachers can contribute to positive student outcomes, depending on the quality and types of relationships they have with their students.

Given findings that pair STRs with a wide range of desirable student outcomes, it is unsurprising that STR research has flourished. Survey-based research on STRs, a prominent form of STR research to date, was initially fueled by the inclusion of STR-relevant survey items in two major national longitudinal surveys: the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (AddHealth), first administered in 1994, and the National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS), first administered in 1988. At the same time, qualitative research and conceptual elaboration upon the nature and contextual meanings of STRs (e.g., Stanton-Salazar & Dornbusch, 1995; Valenzuela, 1999) have enriched the field's understanding of STRs. Considerable work has examined what students want from their teachers (Cushman, 2003; Poplin & Weeres, 1994; Wilson & Corbett, 2001; Zenkov, 2009), whereas other researchers have explored how students themselves define a supportive or caring teacher (Jones & Yonezawa, 2002; Rubin, 2003; Suldo et al., 2009; Theoharis, 2010). This expansion of STR research has occurred at the same time that internet survey technology development has contributed to a proliferation of survey research in general (Dillman, Smyth, & Christian, 2009), although some have questioned recent survey instruments’ psychometric soundness. Alwin (2010), for example, cautioned that “we often assume too much about survey data” (p. 405) and what it can say about phenomena under investigation. The National Council on Measurement in Education (2015) calls upon school-based researchers to “take appropriate steps to minimize potential sources of invalidity in the research,” reinforcing the importance of paying attention to survey-instrument design. The concurrent expansion of STR research and the tensions that have surfaced in survey-methodology research together suggest that survey instruments used to assess STRs are due for a systematic review.

In particular, student-report survey instruments administered to adolescents merit further analysis. Although STR research spans the P–12 range, self-report instruments are frequently used with middle- and high-school students. STR research with adolescents suggests that their perspectives and desires for relationships with their teachers are often misunderstood or muted (Phillippe, 2012; Rolón-Dow, 2005). These findings dovetail with other research on young people’s experiences of schooling and school reform (Alonso, Anderson, Su, & Theoharis, 2009; Tuck, 2012), which indicates a lack of youth voice in educational research and policymaking. Gable and Wolf (1993) noted the importance of instruments’ attunement to adolescents’ cognitive capacities; we extend this notion to call for instruments’ attunement to adolescents’ broader developmental needs and qualities.

This paper’s primary objective, then, is to advance STR research by systematically reviewing a comprehensive, multidisciplinary set of survey instruments administered to middle- and high-school students. We begin with a review of relevant principles of survey research methodology. We continue by providing an overview of extant knowledge about STRs, identifying common conceptualizations of how STRs work and how STRs match up with adolescent developmental traits and needs. We pose our research question—How do student self-report survey instruments assess STRs?—with these foci in mind: survey research methodology principles, common conceptualizations of how STRs work, and STRs’ developmental match with adolescents. We then describe the procedures used to collect and analyze the content of student self-report STR surveys. We next discuss our findings, focusing on matters of STR measures’ construct validity and survey-item generation. Finally, we consider these findings’
implications for subsequent STR research, including the refinement of student-report instruments used to measure these relationships and the potential for STR surveys to most effectively inform educator practice.

**PRINCIPLES OF SURVEY RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

We begin with a consideration of key principles for the design and use of self-report survey instruments. Construct specification serves as the foundation for the development of sound survey instruments, which begins with the precise specification of the construct to be studied via thorough review of existing knowledge of the construct and its related domains (Bohrnstedt, 2010; Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011). A key component of construct specification is establishing whether a construct is unidimensional or multidimensional, comprised of multiple facets (McKenzie, Wood, Kotecki, Clark, & Brey, 1999; Netemeyer, Bearden, & Sharma, 2003). The specification of key dimensions determines what, specifically, survey instruments will gauge. From this basis, survey instrument developers are positioned to ensure construct validity, which Netemeyer et al. (2003) described as “the extent to which an operational measure truly reflects the concept being investigated” (p. 71). The consistent measurement of a construct and the distinction of one construct from others are also critical. Scholars note the importance of establishing convergent validity—when multiple independent measures of the construct are highly correlated—and discriminant validity, in which “the novel measure does not correlate too highly with measures from which it is supposed to differ” (McKenzie et al., 1999, p. 77; see also Campbell & Fiske, 1959).

Another critical aspect of survey development is the importance of the survey items’ comprehensibility, as Tourangeau and Bradburn (2010, p. 318) wrote: “To answer a question, respondents must first understand what they are being asked.” Tourangeau and Bradburn also called attention to the importance of survey items’ comprehensibility, another critical aspect of survey item development (p. 318). Survey items’ clarity determines their ability to generate accurate, valid, and reliable data. People may need to make extensive inferences to understand specific meanings of survey questions, but room for too much inference on the part of respondents can be problematic (Schwarz, 1999). An item that relies too heavily on respondent inference may lead to answers based on an inaccurate interpretation of that item’s intended meaning. Krosnick and Presser (2010) described as “conventional wisdom” that survey designers should “avoid words with ambiguous meaning” (p.264) by choosing language that all respondents are likely to interpret in the same way; otherwise, the need to draw complex inferences about the language used, as Tourangeau, Rips, and Rasinski (2000) noted, may lead to discrepant interpretations of the survey item and accordingly discrepant responses. This is particularly the case when language is grammatically or logically complex or prone to varied interpretations by respondents (Tourangeau & Bradburn, 2010). In particular, reverse-scored items, which use inverse portrayals of the phenomenon being measured (e.g., measuring student trust of a teacher by asking about students’ mistrust of a teacher), are discouraged (Krosnick & Presser, 2010). Gable and Wolf (1993) noted that the practice of negative item wording is specifically problematic for adolescent respondents, who may find such items cognitively challenging and therefore misunderstand the response options. In addition, Schwarz (1999) called attention to the potentially problematic nature of self-report survey items, stating that “minor changes in question wording, question format or question context can result in major changes in the obtained results” (p. 93). Finally, the breadth of survey items used must be considered. Survey-research scholars note that survey items with too few response options, such as two, could produce information with limited meaning by reducing variability between response options (Gable & Wolf, 1993; Krosnick, 1999).

Survey-research methodologists present instrument validation processes as another important means of strengthening surveys’ ultimate results. One option is the use of psychometrically sound items from existing instruments (McKenzie et al., 1999), but absent this option, methodologists encourage a variety of means to test items’ validity and highlight areas where adjustments are needed. Some scholars (e.g., DeMaio & Rothgeb, 1996; Gehlbach & Brinkworth, 2011) encourage the use of human input, such as expert review of items and various approaches to item pretesting (often called cognitive pretesting), which Groves et al. (2009) noted can take the form of respondent think-alouds about items’ meanings (concurrent with or following survey administration) or respondent interviews that ask for paraphrasing of
items’ meaning or definition of key terms used in survey items. Another means of establishing instrument validity is psychometric analysis—such as factor analysis of survey results—that informs the inclusion or exclusion of items in subsequent administration of an instrument or in final data analysis (Bohmstedt, 2010). In keeping with this research from survey methodologists, which calls for a deep knowledge of the concepts that survey instruments measure, we continue our review with a discussion of the literature pertaining to STRs.

**A** EXTANT KNOWLEDGE ABOUT STUDENT-TEACHER RELATIONSHIPS

Knowledge about STRs provides additional vital information that frames our systematic review. We consider two bodies of knowledge that pertain to the measurement of relationships between students and teachers, in order to draw connections between the broad, diverse body of knowledge about STRs and the survey instruments that strive to assess and describe them. We begin by synthesizing common conceptualizations about how these relationships work. Next, we review and summarize knowledge about adolescents’ particular needs for and experiences of STRs.

**B** COMMON CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF HOW STUDENT-TEACHER RELATIONSHIPS WORK

The literature on STRs engages a variety of theoretical perspectives, including self-system processes (Klem and Connell, 2004), ecological models (Woolley, Kol, & Bowen, 2009), and risk and resiliency (Bowen, Richman, Brewster, & Brown, 1998). This literature, however, does not draw from a consistent, overarching theory of STRs, nor does it identify a central, widely understood STR construct. Across this body of research, however, we note the presence of three general conceptualizations of how STRs operate: that STRs occur between students and teachers, that STRs represent a source of social capital for students, and that STRs are shaped by status, power, and sociocultural differences between students and teachers.

**C** STRs Occur Between Students and Teachers

In most descriptions of what STRs entail, students and teachers interact to form a working relationship that involves both parties’ perceptions of each other and subsequent actions based on those perceptions (Brinkworth, McIntyre, Harris, & Gehlbach, 2015). STRs are not, then, a “deliverable” that teachers unilaterally execute. Descriptions of the nature and impact of these mutual perceptions vary substantially. Pianta (1999) defined relationships between students and teachers as characterized by degrees of closeness, conflict, and dependence, and Murray (2009) framed them as characterized by warmth, trust, involvement, and expectations. A number of studies have identified particular qualities of STRs, such as student-teacher attachment (Hallinan, 2008; Learner & Kruger, 1997), teacher acceptance of students (Khan, Haynes, Armstrong, & Rohner, 2010), and teacher understanding of students (Cooper & Miness, 2014). Noddings (2005) popularized the notion of teachers engaging in caring relationships with their students. While Noddings emphasized the reciprocal nature of caring between teachers and students, others (e.g., Blustein, 1991; Mayeroff, 1971) have asserted that caring relationships between two parties are not necessarily reciprocal. The matter of reciprocity is clearly an important factor in STRs, even as students’ and teachers’ contributions are neither uniform nor precisely understood.

**C** STRs Represent a Source of Social Capital for Students

Scholars concerned with STRs often describe them as a form of social capital that can convert into academic and social benefits for students, such as school engagement and persistence to graduation (e.g., Croninger & Lee, 2001; Woolley et al., 2009). Exemplifying this characterization, Crosnoe, Johnson, and Elder (2004) referred to “social capital that flows through affective bonds with teachers” (p. 62) in their analysis of the relationship between STRs and student achievement across racial and ethnic groups and in different school settings. Similarly, Stanton-Salazar (2011) and Stanton-Salazar et al. (1995) framed strong STRs as a vehicle for institutional support, in which teachers and members of teachers’ social networks can potentially help students navigate unfamiliar bureaucratic systems and cultural practices, connect to learning and work opportunities, and acquire social and academic guidance.
While not all descriptions of STRs refer explicitly to social capital, many stress these relationships’ instrumental value for students. Teachers’ support of students—whether academic or affective—is often associated with desirable outcomes such as academic achievement, persistence and resiliency in the face of trying life circumstances such as poverty, family disruption, mental-health difficulties, and school closure (e.g., Conner, Miles, & Pope, 2014; Davis & Lease, 2007; Erickson, McDonald, & Elder, 2009; Green, Rhodes, Hirsch, Suarez-Orozco, & Camic, 2008; Gwynne & de La Torre, 2009; Hamre & Pianta, 2005; Lee & Smith, 1999; Masten & Tellegen, 2012; Olsson, 2009). Across these characterizations, students are portrayed as the beneficiaries of capital provided by their teachers when STRs are strong and positive. The conceptualization of STRs as social capital for students highlights an area of uncertainty in STR research: the very tension about STRs’ reciprocity described above. Although Noddings described STRs as, ideally, mutual and reciprocal, STR research tends to focus on the benefits that flow from teachers to students.

**STRs are Shaped by Status, Power, and Sociocultural Differences Between Students and Teachers**

Situated in schools, STRs are inevitably shaped by within-school status differences between students and teachers. Additionally, the increasing diversity of the U.S. student population, paired with the persistent predominance of White women among the U.S. teacher workforce, has contributed to differences in race, ethnicity, immigration status, and gender between students and teachers. Although a notable swath of STR scholarship does not delve deeply into these differences, some recent research does so and consistently calls attention to how they shape STRs. Scholars concerned with teachers’ cultural competence have presented STRs as necessary for teachers to bridge these gaps between students, on one hand, and their teachers and schools, on the other (e.g., Gay, 2010; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Nieto, 2010; Ware, 2006). Scholars have also explored how STRs interact with students’ and teachers’ sociocultural identities. This research critiques color-, culture-, and power-blind theories of teacher caring, raising questions about teachers’ efforts to provide care for students when those efforts are informed by deficit-based views of students or by culturally biased judgments about what kinds of care students need (Antrop-González & De Jesús, 2006; Barber, 2002; Cooper & Miness, 2014; Garza, 2009; McIntyre, 1997; Noblit, 1993; Pennington, Brock, & Ndura, 2012; Toshalis 2012). Rolón-Dow (2005), for example, described educators’ assumptions that students come from dysfunctional communities or families who do not care about their children’s education as normalized racism. This body of research also calls attention to sociocultural variation in how individuals define care, as well as what kind of care students seek at school. Valenzuela (1999) contrasted authentic teacher caring—which involves teachers’ demonstration of interest in students, efforts to develop truly reciprocal relationships with them, and a deliberate focus on issues of race, difference, and power—with aesthetic caring, in which students’ conformity with majority-culture norms is understood to demonstrate their caring about their own education.

Given the apparent absence of either an overarching theory of STRs or an established STR construct, we feel that the three common themes addressed above—STRs occur between students and teachers, represent social capital that benefits students, and are shaped by status, power, and sociocultural differences between students and teachers—represent some of the best available ways to describe how STRs work for students. While this state signals a lack of explicit conceptual specification, it also serves as a starting point for further conceptual development.

**Adolescents’ Experiences of Student-Teacher Relationships**

Given the differences between students and teachers that shape STR dynamics, it is essential to consider the unique developmental characteristics and needs that adolescents bring to relationships with their teachers. Research on STRs in preschool and primary-grade settings often uses teacher-report instruments or classroom observation to gauge the quality of STRs (e.g., Burchinal et al., 2008; Hamre and Pianta, 2005; Hughes, Luo, Kwok, & Lloyd, 2008). In contrast, STR research with adolescents tends to solicit student reports. Reflecting this perspective, Reddy, Rhodes, and Mulhall (2003) contended that student perception of the STR is more important than support experiences themselves. Underscoring the role of young people’s perceptions of relationships, including STRs, Lynch and Cicchetti (1997) claimed that these perceptions are “important organizers of psychosocial development” (p. 86). STR research with
adolescents has likewise emphasized student perception of teachers’ day-to-day behavior toward them (Phillippe, 2012; Valenzuela, 1999) and of teachers’ intentional efforts to build STRs (Rolón-Dow, 2005) as keys to whether students ultimately engage in those relationships.

These perspectives on adolescent–teacher relationships dovetail with knowledge about adolescent development. Adolescents experience significant cognitive, psychological, social, and physical changes that reinforce the importance of supportive, developmentally attuned relationships with adults. Their larger social world extends beyond their families (Crosnoe et al., 2004). In U.S. schools, this world tends to include multiple classes led by different teachers. Adolescents navigate this expanded range of relationships with greater autonomy than younger children, in a sense trading dependence on parents for reliance on or closeness with nonfamilial others (Steinberg & Silverberg, 1986). During this time of identity development and separation-individuation from parents, adolescents negotiate their social worlds as individuals and maintain relationships in which individuality and attachment can coexist (Koopke & Denissen, 2012). Adults other than parents can be an important source of support for adolescents at this stage, because they can offer feedback or validation for an adolescent’s forming self-concept that may seem more legitimate than either the criticism or the perceived obligatory support parents offer. Indeed, Colarossi and Eccles (2003) contended that adolescents “seek outsiders to confirm a current sense of self in the task of identity formation” (p. 28).

In research that emphasizes student voice and students’ perspectives on their school experience, youth have called considerable attention to the importance of their relationships with teachers. For example, Wilson and Corbett (2001) found that urban middle-school students wanted teachers who would push them, discipline them, help them, teach them, and respect them, and that they equated these six actions with “teacher caring” (p. 88). Similarly, teachers’ use of a range of techniques to help students understand the material has been associated with increased student perception of teacher support (Anderman, Andrzjejewski, & Allen, 2011; Suldo et al., 2009). A recent youth participatory-action study (Tuck, 2012), conducted with older adolescents who have earned or are pursuing a GED in lieu of a high-school diploma, highlighted the salience of STRs in the “pushout” process. Tuck and her student co-researchers found that large numbers of youth who left high school felt disrespected, unwelcome, or unnoticed by their teachers. When students at the Institute for Collaborative Education (a small, alternative public school in New York) were empowered to design, implement, and lead an improvement program for their school, they chose to focus on improving STRs (Student Voice Collaborative, 2011). Youth-led research and reform projects like these show how deeply students care about their relationships with teachers and how these relationships affect them.

We conclude that STRs appear to benefit students and that students have valuable and necessary information to share about how those relationships can be cultivated and how they work. We have highlighted common conceptualizations of STRs, and we recognize the lack of a precise construct specification, which merits further exploration of the extent to which survey instruments incorporate extant knowledge about STRs. We are also reminded of the importance of understanding students’ discernment of STRs, particularly in light of current knowledge about both survey development for adolescent respondents and adolescents’ relational preferences and needs. This overview illustrates how the measurement of STRs using survey instruments has helped to advance the field’s understanding of these relationships. At the same time, it leads us to wonder whether self-report survey instruments might also limit what educators, policymakers, and researchers ultimately understand about relationships between teachers and adolescents. The opportunity to extend and enhance extant knowledge about the measurement of STRs drives this study’s research question.

**<A> METHOD**

**<B> RESEARCH QUESTION AND STUDY DESIGN**

**<TXT>** The following research question guides our study: How do student self-report survey instruments assess student-teacher relationships? To explore this question, we analyzed the content of student self-report STR survey instruments (Krippendorff, 2013), focusing on instruments’ consistency with survey design principles as well as their reflection of existing knowledge about how STRs work, particularly for
adolescents. To begin, we searched for studies that used student-reported data to link STRs to outcomes among middle- and high-school students in North America. Informed by our overview of extant literature, we developed the following list of search terms: student-teacher relationships, teacher-student relationships, teacher support, teacher care, teacher caring, teacher connectedness, school connectedness, student-teacher interaction, and teacher liking. We then used these terms in our search for studies in electronic databases (ERIC, EBSCOhost, Google Scholar, JSTOR, and PsycInfo) and in the reference lists of all studies that we identified. Our search parameters called for peer-reviewed journal articles that focused on North American middle- or high-school students, linked STRs to student outcomes, and utilized a student-report measure of STRs. Because we used these criteria, we did not include studies based solely on qualitative data, nor did we include non–peer-reviewed reports, book chapters, literature reviews, conceptual pieces, unpublished dissertations, or master’s theses. We initially identified 128 articles by article keywords, titles, and abstracts. Upon full review of each article, we eliminated articles that did not meet our criteria for inclusion. Further, we only included articles in our sample for which we could evaluate the entire instrument used, including every individual survey item to which students responded and each item’s response options. Complete student-report survey instruments were included in some articles. In other cases, we located the instruments from references provided in the articles. In 22 cases, we contacted the lead authors directly to request instruments. Thirteen of these authors shared their instruments, while nine did not reply to multiple attempts to contact them. Our final sample consists of 66 peer-reviewed articles, with a total of 49 separate instruments, as six of the instruments were used multiple times across different articles. The years of publication for the articles in our sample ranged from 1989 to 2013.

<<DATA ANALYSIS>>

To understand our sample’s characteristics, we first created a table that presents key characteristics for each study, including a description of the study’s sample and data sources, participants’ demographic characteristics, constructs that authors measured, the instrument(s) used, a brief description of survey items, strategies the researchers used to promote validity, and study outcomes (table available from first author). We then compiled descriptive statistics for the sample (reported in Table 1).

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Articles in Sample

Next, we analyzed each instrument using a six-section protocol, based on our review of survey methodology principles, conceptualizations of how STRs work, and STR-related adolescent development. Specifically, at the instrument level, we coded for (a) survey question structure (e.g., “how many teachers at your school . . .,” “how often does your teacher . . .”), with eight types of structure identified and some instruments containing more than one type; (b) the respondent identified in the survey instrument (oneself or other students at the participant’s school); and (c) the teacher referent named by the instrument (e.g., “math teacher,” “all my teachers”), with seven different varieties identified. At the item level, we coded for (d) student perceptions of or feelings about the STR identified (e.g., student trust in teacher, student’s ease with talking to teacher) and (e) teacher actions named by the instrument (e.g., teacher respects student, teacher cares about student). Finally, for each instrument we tabulated (f) the number of items that did not exclusively pertain to STRs (e.g., “How close do you feel to students at this school?”,” “Students have to watch what they say in class”).

With this protocol, we coded each instrument, with many instruments and individual items coded multiple times. For example, some individual survey items assessed both teacher caring and high expectations, such as the item used by Muller (2001): “My teachers care about me and expect me to succeed in school.” This item was coded twice in section E of our protocol—one for the teacher action of caring, and once for the teacher action of holding positive expectations. Other items met criteria for codes in both protocol sections D and E, such as the item, “I have adults at school I can talk to, who care about my feelings and what happens to me” (Daly, Shin, Thakral, Selders, & Vera, 2009). In this case, we coded the item according to protocol section D (student believes she has an adult to talk to) and twice as part of
protocol section E (the teacher actions of caring about the student’s feelings and of caring about what happens to the student).

To strengthen the reliability of our analytic process, our research team addressed intercoder agreement through a multistage process that promoted the development of shared understandings and subsequent analysis across all four authors (Saldaña, 2013). First, teams of two separately coded and then compared coding results for a small, randomly chosen subset of five instruments per pair. After discussing and resolving discrepancies in those pairs (reaching complete consensus for the analysis of each instrument), the entire research team met to review all coding decisions and then revised the protocol, adding new codes and revising others. We collapsed several infrequently used codes into aggregate codes. Using the refined protocol, we coded a subset of 10 instruments following the same protocol, which included the initial subset of instruments plus five more. Once each team achieved full consensus in applying the codes, the two teams of two researchers divided and coded all remaining instruments. All final coding was reviewed by both members of each coding team, and all four authors then collaboratively reviewed the coded data to ensure consistency and agreement on final coding decisions. Throughout this phase of data analysis, the authors met regularly to discuss and develop themes emerging from the data and to form and evaluate propositions about findings.

After coding concluded, we constructed tables and matrices to identify patterns in our data. We identified the 10 most frequently appearing codes and also identified codes used only once, then considered these outliers’ relationship to the broader base of STR literature. We then analyzed areas of convergence and divergence among instruments with regard to the phenomena that they measured. We also examined patterns in survey-item language, including how survey items identified students and teachers, and considered how our findings corresponded with standards for survey design and construction.

**RESULTS**

In response to our research question—How do student self-report survey instruments assess student-teacher relationships?—our findings relate to our study’s three focal points: survey-research methodology principles, common conceptualizations of how STRs work, and STRs’ match with adolescent characteristics and needs. We found that the field’s incomplete specification of a common STR construct led to divergent approaches to survey research about those relationships. Additionally, the language used to generate items frequently failed to accurately and clearly describe the phenomena involved in the relationships being studied and emphasized teacher behavior rather than student behavior or contributions to the relationship. Below, we first discuss descriptive analysis results and then address our emergent findings.

**DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS RESULTS**

The 66 studies included in this review varied substantially in scope and purpose (see Table 1). Slightly more than half (52%) limited the sample to middle-school students, and a slight majority (59%) examined the perspectives of students attending public schools. Nearly one third (32%) focused on urban schools, 12% focused on suburban students, and 8% focused on rural students. While most studies included various demographic control variables, the number of studies specifically examining group differences by demographic variation was much smaller. Forty-two percent of our sample’s studies directly addressed differences in outcome by student gender, 15% considered differences by student race or ethnicity, and only three studies examined student socioeconomic status. Given the recent focus on sociocultural differences in student experiences and perceptions of STRs, we were surprised by this sample’s limited emphasis on race, ethnicity, and SES.

Equally important as questions of generalizability are questions about instrument validity and the steps that authors took to assure their readers of their measures’ psychometric soundness. The 66 studies varied considerably in this regard as well. Forty-five percent did not address the validity of the student-teacher instruments or items used. Of the 36 studies that did mention validity, only 36% provided a thorough explanation of the validity measures taken. For example, Demaray and Malecki (2002) described their use of the Child and Adolescent Social Support Scale in terms of its convergent validity,
which was assessed using a sample derived from the database in the study and correlated with the validated instrument, the Social Support Scale for Children (Harter, 1985). Of the remaining 23 studies that mentioned validity, ten reported conducting analyses in the construction of the instrument to ensure its validity and reliability but did not describe those analyses or their results. Sixteen studies referenced a separate article that addressed the validity of the measure. One study simply mentioned the validity of the measure without providing any further support or explanation.

Limited attention to matters of validity occurred in both original and adapted instruments. Of our sample's 66 studies, 26% used original instruments, 68% selected items from existing instruments, and another 21% modified or adapted extant instruments. These categories are not mutually exclusive because some studies used more than one instrument, for example combining original instruments with existing instruments. Only 29% of the studies that adapted existing instruments explained how or why they were modified. Similarly, only 17% of the studies that used original instruments discussed how the instruments were developed and validated. In sum, we found wide variability in how, if at all, authors addressed the validity of the instruments they used.

Another key point of difference across the studies we reviewed was the terminology used. All 66 studies included at least one instrument designed to measure some aspect of STRs; however, these instruments have different names, depending on the construct that each article's author intended to measure. Author-named constructs (a term we adopted to indicate constructs as named by our 66 articles' authors in their respective publications) included teacher support (62%), connectedness or connections between students and teachers (20%), teacher caring for students (6%), the general relationship between students and teachers (20%), and a smattering of other constructs that appeared less frequently, such as teacher respect and liking for students, students' attachment to teachers, and teachers' support for student autonomy (8% in total). Twenty-three percent of studies measured more than one construct. Instruments' mean number of items was eight. Three instruments consisted of a single item, and four instruments contained more than 20.

**EMERGENT FINDINGS**

**Construct Specification and Validity Problems**

Our sample's instruments measured STRs in ways that reflected inconsistent specification and measurement of STRs as a construct. We identified a constellation of related ideas that referred to STRs, but the authors in our sample used these ideas in highly varying ways that reflected the absence of an overarching STR construct that could have structured instrument and item construction. We noted authors’ use of similar language and survey items to measure different author-named constructs, inconsistent measurement of constructs with the same names, and inadequate measurement of STRs according to survey-research methodology principles and common conceptualizations of STRs.

**Similar Survey Items Measured Different Author-Named Constructs**

Specific wording of certain items appeared consistently in our analysis of the items that made up different author-named constructs. Most prominently, individual survey items that gauged teachers’ care for students appeared not only in all of the instruments used to measure the author-named construct of
teacher caring, but also in 53.6% of the instruments measuring teacher support, 80% of instruments measuring connectedness, 55.6% of instruments measuring general relationships between students and teachers, and 14.3% of the instruments measuring other phenomena (see Table 2). After the items that measured teacher care, the most frequently appearing survey items across survey instruments concerned teachers listening to students (57.1%), treating students fairly (32.7%), and having time for students (32.7%). Slightly more than one quarter (28.6%) of the instruments included items pertaining to teachers treating students with respect or honesty, giving help or advice to students (26.5%), and having time for students (24.5%). These findings suggest that certain kinds of survey items are more central across our sample, which could inform the definition of an overarching STR construct and the establishment of that construct’s convergent validity (indicated by similar phenomena being measured by multiple instruments). However, that work was not made explicit in our sample’s articles. Of the 10 categories of survey items most frequently used within our sample (as described in Table 2), all were represented across at least four author-named construct types, and six were represented across all five types.

Table 2. Categories of Survey Items Most Frequently Used to Assess Student-Teacher Relationships, Sorted by Author-Named Construct

The representation of teachers’ respect for students, measured across all five author-named construct types in Table 2, provides a clear example of the varied ways in which authors incorporated this phenomenon into their measurement of STRs. The School Success Profile (Bowen & Richman, 2008, used in six studies in our sample), measured teacher support with a multi-item scale including the item, “I am respected and appreciated by my teachers.” Respect also surfaces in Eisenberg et al.’s (2007) measure of teacher caring: “How much do you feel teachers or other adults at school show respect for the students?” The item “In this school, teachers treat students with respect” was also part of Roeser and Urdan’s (1996) instrument for gauging STRs. And finally, Nasir, Jones, and McLaughlin (2011) used the item “How much do the teachers respect you?” to gauge school connectedness. Because the items used to comprise these instruments overlapped substantially, the constructs themselves are conceptually entangled with one another. This entanglement suggests that convergent and discriminant validity, or a sense of what phenomena might be included in and excluded from an overarching STR construct, have yet to be established.

Author-Named Constructs Were Measured Inconsistently Across Studies

Even within studies that used the same author-named constructs, the items that made up those constructs varied. Each of the author-named constructs we identified was operationalized in a unique way by each instrument, with the exception of scholars using the same survey instruments and survey items across a series of studies. For example, Muller (2001) used a seven-item measure of student perceptions of teacher caring that included items such as “When I work hard, teachers praise my effort” and “The teaching is good.” Meanwhile, Lewis et al. (2012), also studying teacher caring, used a three-item instrument that assessed whether each respondent’s math teacher “takes a personal interest in students,” “cares about how we feel,” and “listens to what I have to say.” These two studies both attempted to measure teacher caring, but they did so using very different survey items. Similarly, the author-named construct of school connectedness was measured in various ways across studies. Of the 12 studies that measured connectedness, only half included an item pertaining to how the student and teacher got along, and one third included an item that assessed whether teachers were interested in or paid attention to students. The meaning of these author-named constructs across studies, therefore, remains uncertain, and calls into question these instruments’ convergent validity (where the instruments assess the same phenomena). The lack of consistency across instruments also renders it difficult to establish their discriminant validity (the degree to which they do not assess phenomena beyond STRs). Finally, this inconsistency of measurement undermines the instruments’ face validity, or ability to measure what their titles suggest that they measure (Netemeyer et al., 2003).

Instruments Did Not Fully Assess STRs According to Common Conceptualizations of How STRs Work for Adolescents
Another construct-validity limitation present in our sample of instruments concerns the extent to which they measured STRs as they are currently understood. First, sample instruments often used limited items and response options that thereby created a risk of inadequate specification of STRs. Second, we found among these instruments an inconsistent representation of the common conceptualizations of STRs that we described above (that STRs occur between students and teachers, represent social capital that benefits students, and are shaped by status, power, and sociocultural differences between students and teachers). Instruments neglected common conceptualizations of STRs, included items with an unclear relationship to STRs, and inquired more about teachers than students. Together, these characteristics resulted in limited conceptual coverage.

Most instruments followed methodologists’ recommendations to use multiple items and give multiple response options per item, but a sizeable minority did not. Eight instruments (12% of our sample) gauged STRs with three or fewer items, while three used only one item. Six instruments used a two-point response scale, all but one of which provided “true/false” response options. The use of two-point scales is criticized by survey methodologists as overly restrictive (Gable & Wolf, 1993) and as creating the possibility that instruments may “fail to discriminate between respondents with different underlying judgments” (Groves et al., 2009, p. 239).

Additionally, when analyzing material less frequently included in our sample, we identified some items that were relevant to extant STR literature as we have discussed it above, and therefore surprisingly absent from the majority of instruments. Items that reported on teachers’ soliciting student voice (N = 4), such as “My opinion matters to my math teacher” (Niehaus, Rudasill, & Rakes, 2012), reflect research that suggests that student voice is critical to student engagement in schooling (Taines, 2012; Toshalis & Nakkula, 2012) as well as in STRs themselves (Phillippo, 2012), yet these items appeared quite rarely. Similarly, teacher attunement to students’ sociocultural differences and to issues of equity in the classroom received surprisingly limited attention in our sample’s instruments but evoked qualitative and practice-based research that suggests that issues of equitable treatment, culturally relevant instruction and culturally attuned STRs are critical to STRs’ ultimate strength (e.g., Rolón-Dow, 2005; Valenzuela, 1999).

We also were surprised, given claims about the importance of pedagogical practice to STRs, by the relative absence of survey items that pertained to this dimension. Only two instruments included items pertaining to the quality of the teaching that students experienced, and only one item asked student respondents about their teachers’ specific pedagogical practices (“Teachers at my school make schoolwork interesting,” used by Voisin et al., 2005), despite studies that show a relationship between instructional support and students’ perceived teacher support (Anderman, Andrzejewski, & Allen, 2011; Suldo et al., 2009). These items’ rare appearance in STR instruments does not suggest that they are insignificant, but rather raises important questions about our sample instruments’ connection to the broad, evolving base of knowledge about STRs.

Other infrequent items seemed to represent genuine outliers among our sample. Of the 407 total survey items that we analyzed, 20 remained uncoded because they did not fit our coding structure and appeared so infrequently. A few unusual survey items simply did not resemble others used in our sample or had a questionable relationship to STRs (e.g., “Some kids do/do not have a teacher who treats them like a person” and “I like to see how much I can get away with in class”), but other rare items seemed more thematically related. One cluster of three items concerned students’ caring about their relationships with teachers and wanting a particular quality of relationship with them. These items—which included “Because I admired this teacher, I tried to act or do things the same way the teacher did,” “I care what my teachers think of me,” and “I want to be respected by my teachers”—focus on students’ valuation of what their teachers think about them, which evokes Noddings’s (2005) description of STRs as mutually constitutive rather than flowing one way, from teacher to student. Another pair of items concerned students’ awareness of teachers’ engagement with other students. Both items—“The teacher has favorites/likes other students better than me” and “I felt jealous when this teacher spent time with or helped other students”—get at what may be a critical issue: students’ reactions to teachers’ relationships with other students. Since secondary-school class sizes may often exceed 30 students, the matter of how or whether teachers balance their relationships with different students merits attention. In these cases,
the infrequent use of these survey items does not suggest those items’ insignificance so much as it suggests areas for further attention.

Alongside the omission of important aspects of STRs from sample instruments, many instruments (27%) contained items that did not solely concern relationships between students and teachers. For example, Gutman and Midgley’s (2000) teacher support scale included “Students have to watch what they say in this class.” While it could be that student respondents must watch what they say because their teacher would react negatively, it could also be that fellow students in a particular class monitor and critique one another’s use of language, which would make this item’s relationship to STRs tenuous. Other items with an ambiguous relationship to STRs appeared in instruments used to measure students’ school connectedness. Indeed, school connectedness presents a particular dilemma for STR measurement because the phenomenon of connectedness itself concerns more than relationships between students and teachers, including student relationships with peers, the school’s social climate, and student investment in school (Libbey, 2004). Not surprisingly, then, some connectedness instruments (three of the seven) also included items that did not specifically measure STRs, such as “When I am at my school, I feel free to be who I am” (Niehaus et al., 2012) and “You feel close to people at your school” (Voisin & Nielands, 2010b). This quality does not call into question the validity of school connectedness instruments themselves, but rather the use of connectedness instruments to gauge STRs.

Another area of insufficient conceptual coverage involved instruments’ specification of the particular students and teachers involved in STRs. Our sample of self-report survey instruments focused on student perceptions of teacher actions far more than they gauged students’ contributions to STRs and in so doing, portrayed teachers as STRs’ lead agents. The overwhelming majority of coded items (300) invested the teacher with agency, while far fewer (60) endowed the student with such power. Fourteen of a total 49 instruments (29%) included at least one item in which the student was an agent. These items constituted between 3% and 66% of the instruments, with the exception of one one-item instrument (Tummala-Narra & Sathasivam-Rueckert, 2013). The remaining 71% of instruments consisted of only teacher-as-agent survey items. As a result, sample survey data may inform readers more about teachers’ actions toward students than students’ actions toward or perceptions of teachers. More rare were student-as-actor items such as “I enjoy talking to the teachers here” (Jiang, Huebner, & Siddall, 2012; Siddall, Huebner, & Jiang, 2013). Among this subset of items, most frequent were those that measured student respondents’ perception that they could talk to their teachers (N = 22), with four referring specifically to discussions about school issues and six concerning conversations about nonschool issues. Items that included the phrase “get along” were the next most frequently noted student-as-agent items, appearing in 12 instruments. This finding reflects a tension present in extant STR literature, in which many scholars emphasize how STRs flow from teachers to students (e.g., Crosnoe et al., 2004), whereas other research notes the importance of student voice and discernment of teachers to students’ experiences of STRs (e.g., Rolón-Dow, 2005). As a result, our findings raise questions about how STR survey instruments can best gauge the students’ perceptions, experiences, and actions that ultimately shape these relationships.

Survey-Item Generation: Problematic Language Usage

In addition to the construct-related issues described above, we found evidence that survey-item generation was hindered by problematic use of language, which is a critical issue in survey research, particularly with adolescent respondents. Problematic survey language appeared in three areas: the inclusion of words with ambiguous meanings, the inconsistent identification of focal students and teachers, and the use of negatively worded items. These findings strongly suggest a potential for data to be clouded by respondents’ divergent understandings of survey items.

Inclusion of Words with Ambiguous Meanings

The general language used to describe STRs in many items suggests potential problems with the consistency of respondents’ interpretation of those items. Many items that measured the most frequently appearing STR qualities, such as teacher care and respect, tended toward general language. Items concerned with teacher care tended to refer to care in a general sense, such as De Wit, Karjoja, Rye, and
Shain’s (2011) use of “My teachers really care about me.” However, other items indicated specific foci of teacher care, such as “Our teachers care how we feel” (Lewis et al., 2012) or “My teachers care about how I do in school” (Murray, 2009). The teacher-care items on five instruments concerned caring about attendance or whether a student shows up at school, but in most cases, the respondent was left to interpret the specific meaning of teacher care. In light of research that highlights differences in students’ understanding of and receptiveness to teacher care across different developmental stages and sociocultural groups (Garza, 2009; Phillippo, 2012), this finding raises questions about how student responses to survey items might reflect diverse understandings of those items’ meaning. Similarly, items used to measure respect used broad language (e.g., “In this school, teachers treat students with respect”), even though this term, too, might be associated with different teacher behaviors or attitudes for different groups of students. Other broad terms from our sample’s items included “Students get along well with most teachers,” “Most of my teachers treat me fairly,” and “How many of your teachers are interested in you as a person?” These terms may mean different things to different students and thus may not necessarily assess specific teacher behavior. More specific items, in contrast, included “My teachers are willing to work with me after school” (Woolley et al., 2009) and “This teacher knows something about me from outside of class (the activities I enjoy, the music I like, etc.)” (Hafen et al., 2011). While broad language may capture a variety of student experiences, its ambiguity leaves readers with less precise information about what really constitutes a caring or supportive relationship in different contexts and for different students.

<Inconsistent Identification of Focal Students and Teacher>

Given this study’s focus on student self-report survey instruments and the clear power and positional differences between students and teachers, we sought to understand how instruments and items represented each. Many instruments’ and items’ wording obscured specific actors, with highly variable depictions of both students and teachers. In most cases, instruments asked students to speak for themselves, with items that included you, I, me, or my (377 items), such as “I can get extra help from adults in my school if I need it” (Darwich et al., 2012). However, in a substantial number of cases (56 items), instruments asked respondents to speak for other students, depicting student actors as “most students,” “all students,” or simply “students” (e.g., “Students get along well with most teachers,” Konishi, Hymel, Zumbo, & Li, 2010). Twelve instruments included a mix of such items, with some items inquiring about the respondent’s personal experience or perspective and other items asking the respondent to generalize to all or most students in their class or school. Three instruments limited themselves to measuring the respondent’s perception of STRs for most or all students, not inquiring specifically about the respondent’s own experiences.

Our sample also included a range of teacher and adult referents. These ranged widely: a particular teacher (e.g., a math teacher), a particular but underspecified teacher (“my teacher,” in secondary schools where students presumably have multiple teachers), the respondent’s teachers, most teachers, all teachers, unspecified adults in the school, and other adults in school (a designation that appeared to exclude teachers). Many instruments (18) included a mix of adult referents. For example, Wilson (2004) used a seven-item instrument that includes the following items: “My teachers listen when I have something to say,” “I have a teacher who really cares about me,” and “When someone breaks the rules, teachers and administrators always take appropriate action.” The respondent is asked first to generalize across all of his or her teachers, then to think of a specific teacher, and finally to generalize across all teachers and administrators in the school. The most common phrasing for teacher-specific referents was “your teachers” or “my teachers,” used in 31 instruments. Seventeen instruments included items that referenced “most teachers,” “all teachers,” or “the teachers.” Fourteen instruments asked students to reply to the items with a specific teacher in mind, although only nine of these directed the respondent’s attention to a particular teacher, such as a homeroom teacher or a language arts teacher. The math teacher was the most common of these, serving as the focus of five instruments. Ten instruments included items that asked about adults in the school, including but not limited to teachers, and three instruments included at least one item that focused on the students’ interactions with or perceptions of other adults in the school who were not teachers. The inclusion of items that refer to other adults weakens instruments’ ability to assess STRs.
Negative Item Wording

Finally, a substantial number of instruments failed to meet survey-research methodologists’ recommendations because they included negatively worded items, a particular problem for adolescent respondents. About 80% of the sample’s items were positively worded. No instruments used only negatively worded survey items. Some instruments contained only positively worded items (e.g., Wilson, 2004; Zullig, Huebner, & Patton, 2010), whereas others mixed positively and negatively worded items (e.g., Murray, 2009; Ryan & Patrick, 2001). Niehaus et al. (2012), for example, included items such as “In class I often feel ‘put down’ by my teachers” and “I feel cared about.” Interestingly, McCarty, Rhew, Murrowchick, McCauley, and Vander Stoep (2012) balanced each of their instruments’ items between positive and negative wording (e.g., “Some kids don’t have a have a teacher who is fair to them [response option provided], BUT other kids do have a teacher who cares if they feel bad [separate response option provided]”) [emphasis in original]). Voisin and Neilands (2010a) similarly matched some, but not all, items in their teacher support scale by providing items that assessed the same phenomenon using first positive and then negative language (e.g., “My teacher has plenty of time for me,” “My teacher doesn’t seem to have enough time for me”). Roorda, Koomen, Spilt, and Oort (2011) noted that the absence of weakness or problems from STRs does not amount to a robust relationship, suggesting that the act of reverse-scoring items that measure negative teacher behaviors (e.g., putting down a student) or negative student perceptions of teachers (e.g., treating students differentially) may not provide valid data. Further, Gable and Wolf (1993) described negative item wording as a validity threat, particularly with adolescent respondents, because of the cognitive challenge these items present.

DISCUSSION

Our review of student-report STR instruments takes stock of 49 instruments (across 66 peer-reviewed studies) that assess relationships between adolescent students and their teachers. It highlights common areas assessed across the particular phenomena studied (e.g., teacher caring, teacher support), suggesting characteristics of a multidimensional STR construct. We also note the variability of phenomena measured across instruments. This diversity illustrates how scholars have studied STRs using an array of approaches, which paints a multifaceted portrait of STRs. However, the heterogeneity of STR survey instruments’ content and design—particularly where these qualities stray from survey-research methodologists’ recommendations—creates a risk of inaccurate measurement of STRs and may therefore limit researchers’ ability to further specify how to promote these critically important relationships. As such, we feel that the next generation of student-report STR survey instruments requires more stringent attention to both construct specification and validity and item generation—specifically, language use—in order to most fully measure aspects of STRs that matter to students. Following our description of these implications, we make recommendations for increasing the validity of self-report instruments for adolescents, a critical step in advancing STR survey-research methodology.

CONSTRUCT SPECIFICATION AND VALIDITY

Even before identifying and analyzing this study’s sample instruments, we found that an explicit, overarching STR construct does not yet exist. Instead, STR scholars referred to STRs but used a range of survey instruments (and study results) to describe these relationships. Fuller, more explicit specification of an STR construct is necessary to move research forward. We see this study’s results as a step toward that end. First, the consistent identification of STR characteristics (such as teacher caring, respect, and fairness) across instruments suggests the presence of key characteristics of STRs and also suggests that STRs are multidimensional, consisting of multiple phenomena that represent the actions and perceptions of both students and teachers. These findings stand to extend the common conceptualizations of STRs that we found in the broad body of STR research literature (that STRs occur between students and teachers, represent a source of social capital that benefits students, and are shaped by status, power, and sociocultural differences between students and teachers). While pursuing the development of a multidimensional STR construct, though, it will be important to narrow down and specify the phenomena considered to contribute to strong STRs. Establishing the convergent and discriminant validity of an STR construct—phenomena that the construct both includes and excludes—is critical to more clearly defining the STR itself. From the 40 separate survey-item types we identified, we believe it is possible and critical.
to identify key phenomena to assess so that future STR survey researchers can more precisely gauge students’ understanding, experiences, and perceptions of STRs.

Survey items that remain conceptually distinct from one another may best remain distinguished as measuring separate phenomena. The clearest example of this distinction is the set of items and instruments measuring student connectedness to school. While connectedness research has always concerned phenomena including and also exceeding STRs, its results do not solely represent evidence of STRs or of these relationships’ potential impact on student learning and wellness. Our research suggests that conflating of connectedness and STRs contributes to conceptual confusion. Efforts to isolate and define connectedness-specific dimensions of STRs (as illustrated by a Venn diagram, identifying dimensions that the two constructs share along with dimensions that remain distinct) could help to resolve this confusion. (Gehlbach and Brinkworth, 2011, used Venn diagrams for this purpose.)

A second area for further STR conceptual specification involves the need for a fuller representation of the breadth of extant STR knowledge. The STR survey instruments we analyzed have not yet fully incorporated recent knowledge about the role of student sociocultural identity and youth agency in STRs. Even though issues of identity have emerged as central in contemporary STR research (e.g., Antrop-González & De Jesús, 2006; Barber, 2002; Cooper & Miness, 2014; Valenzuela, 1999), identity-related content is scarce among the instruments we studied. Ethnicity, race, and gender were generally limited to representation as predictor variables, and were almost entirely absent from survey items themselves. Although many studies compared students’ perceptions of STRs on the basis of their gender or race, these instruments rarely asked student respondents about how their identities shaped or intersected with the relationships they had with their teachers. Furthermore, when surveys ask students to generalize across their teachers or even quantify how many of their teachers act in a particular way toward them, the resulting data cannot specify whether the teachers they indicate in their responses share their ethnic or racial identity or their gender. This group of survey instruments seems to presume a detachment between teacher behavior and teacher identity, and that students perceive or value the same teacher behaviors regardless of each party’s race, ethnicity, gender, age, or discipline. Although STR research regarding the influence of teacher identity has been less central in relation to studies’ primary research questions (e.g., Phillippo, 2013; Rolón-Dow, 2005; Warikoo, 2004), this is an area that merits further exploration, particularly as our nation’s school-aged population becomes more diverse alongside a teacher population that remains predominantly female and white.

In addition, issues of youth agency and voice seemed doubly underrepresented among the instruments we analyzed. First, whereas all included survey instruments sought students’ perspectives, only five contained at least one item pertaining to the role of student voice in the classroom or school. The underrepresentation of student-voice items in self-report STR survey instruments parallels other findings about the muting of student voice in school reform and educational policy conversations (Taines, 2012). Although there is increased recognition that students’ insights into their educational experiences can help strengthen teachers’ practice and education policy (Conner, Ebby-Rosin, & Brown, 2015; Cook-Sather, 2009), our results suggest that most STR survey instruments do not yet acknowledge student voice in the classroom as a salient dimension of STRs. Second, students’ reports of their contributions to STRs are dwarfed by their accounts of their teachers’ actions in the surveys we sampled. When survey questions primarily ask students to describe their teachers’ behaviors, the results offer little to no information on how students initiate, engage in, or sustain relationships with their teachers. These measurement approaches overlook the active role students play in forming and maintaining relationships with their teachers (Cooper & Miness, 2014; Noddings, 2005).

**ITEM GENERATION: MORE METICULOUS ATTENTION TO LANGUAGE NEEDED**

Problems with survey item language in our sample return us to survey research methodologists’ recommendations to pay careful attention to language while generating survey items. Our thoughts on this matter fall into two categories: the importance of unambiguous language, and the importance of producing results that are actionable for educators.

**Unambiguous Language**
Survey instrument language—particularly word choice and construction—shapes the kinds of answers received, or, at worst, “skews answers” (Beam, 2012, p. 152). Given the focus of so many STR student self-report surveys on adolescents, alongside the diversity of the U.S. secondary-school population, survey designers’ use of unambiguous language is critical. Survey-research methodologists note that general language leaves survey items open to multiple interpretations (Converse & Presser, 2005; Tourangeau et al., 2000). Research on teacher caring, for example, suggests that the apparently simple measurement of a teacher’s caring for students may measure one student’s perception of a teacher’s caring about academic performance, another student’s perception of a teacher’s caring about his personal issues, and a third student’s perception of a teacher’s caring about how he navigates a challenging educational system (Garza, 2009; Stanton-Salazar, 2011). Further, instruments that use general language do not gauge students’ reactions to teachers’ attempts to demonstrate caring—possibly perceiving it as welcome, misguided, or invasive (Phillippo, 2012), reactions driven by both power differences between adolescent students and their teachers and also varying sociocultural norms regarding personal privacy and relationships with institutional representatives. Concepts such as respect, fairness, caring, or support are likely to vary for adolescents across developmental stages as well as sociocultural groups, making specific language all the more important. In addition, the use of negatively worded items (which researchers would then reverse-score) further complicates respondents' understanding of and ultimate response to survey items, a problem that Gable and Wolf (1993) noted is of particular concern for adolescent respondents. Further, reverse-scored items (e.g., indicating that a teacher treats students unfairly) may not indicate strong STRs but rather the presence and extent of negative STRs. For this reason, we echo Roorda et al.’s (2011) call to researchers to develop instruments that measure both negative and positive dimensions of STRs, as both have unique bearing on student outcomes.

Survey items’ depiction of students and teachers also requires redoubled attention in subsequent STR surveys. Lax specification of STR surveys’ focal teachers (e.g., some teachers, all teachers, specific teachers, adults at respondents’ schools) leaves open the possibility of respondents’ inaccurate reporting on relationships between themselves and their teachers. Further, surveys that solicit information on other students’ interactions with teachers, which we noted in our sample, are vulnerable to respondent reports based on that which they observe between other students and teachers, which may represent incomplete information about those relationships. More precise survey wording can specifically identify focal students and teachers, while also focusing respondent attention on STRs about which they possess full knowledge.

Actionable Results for Teachers

Research on STRs illustrates that teachers do not always know how to best establish relationships with their students and may even attempt to develop STRs in ways that make students uncomfortable or alienate them (Phillippo, 2012; Rolón-Dow, 2005). Survey item wording, therefore, holds the potential to clearly specify what teachers who have strong STRs do to promote those relationships. Just as it might be difficult for a student to determine the meaning of survey item language about caring, respect, or fairness, teachers may similarly find these terms perplexing. What exactly should a teacher do to show that she cares for and respects her adolescent students? Without more specific item language to illustrate those behaviors that students see as promoting strong STRs, survey research may not contribute to improved educator practice. Even terms that seem fairly actionable and straightforward, such as “praise,” “treat like adults,” and “give advice,” are not as clear as they may seem, particularly with adolescent students who are striving for independence while still often wanting teacher support.

MEASURES TO PROMOTE INSTRUMENT VALIDITY

Moving forward, STR researchers stand to develop and use more valid instruments, and to in turn produce more accurate and useful data, by taking steps already identified by survey research methodologists. First, methods that solicit youth input and feedback promise survey language that more specifically describes youth experiences of STRs as well as the full range of phenomena that contribute to strong STRs. Cognitive pretesting or other means of soliciting youth feedback on instrument content (both concepts and language) (DeMaio & Rothgeb, 1996; Groves et al., 2009) would strengthen STR
instruments’ ability to fully capture students’ experiences of and perspectives on STRs. (See Bowen and Richman, 2008, for an example of cognitive pretesting of a student self-report survey). Such steps could also identify where students exhibit different understandings of item language that might point to variation on the student side of STRs, such as different conceptualizations of teacher respect. A diverse group of student respondents would be needed to ensure researchers’ understanding of how item content and language are perceived by students across age groups, geographic regions, and sociocultural groups, and how those perceptions might ultimately shape responses and the data they create. Clear language about what teachers do (or do not do) to promote STRs is necessary to inform policymakers’ and educators’ efforts in this area.

Second, efforts to establish an overarching, coherent STR construct that provides for clear, consistent survey instrument content will benefit from psychometric analysis of survey results. Actions such as exploratory factor analysis, initial item analysis, and initial estimates of validity (Netemeyer et al., 2003) will promote an understanding of which survey items resemble and diverge from one another and will inform researchers’ efforts to include meaningful items while trimming unnecessary ones. Toward the end of generating valid, attuned STR survey instrumentation, we recommend an iterative process that alternates between cognitive pretesting and psychometric analysis.

**LIMITATIONS**

Our study advances the field’s knowledge about STRs and STR measurement by suggesting qualities of these relationships that are central as well as qualities that are more peripheral but possibly worth further consideration for inclusion in future survey instruments. It also calls attention to qualities of extant instruments that jeopardize the validity and usefulness of the instruments and the data that they generate. Still, this study has its limitations. In regard to the creation of our sample of student self-report STR survey instruments, it is possible that our method of identifying survey instruments (multiple search-engine search using key terms related to STRs for peer-reviewed articles, then subsequently searching each identified article’s reference list) may have missed pieces of research that include relevant survey instruments. Further, we did not analyze instruments that were either unavailable in their full form in published articles or were not furnished upon our request by the authors who used them, which also shrank our sample. The thoroughness of our search, nonetheless, helped us to create a rich database.

Another possible limitation to our study concerns our analytic methods. We chose not to conduct a quantitative inter-rater reliability (IRR) analysis (Krippendorff, 2013). Because this study examined a number of STR instrument characteristics, we determined that quantitative IRR procedures would have produced data that were voluminous but thin in meaning, generating a Cohen’s kappa figure for each of the 62 analytic codes that we used. Instead, we analyzed our data using what Kvale and Brinkmann (2009, p. 243) called “dialogical intersubjectivity,” in which team members reviewed and critiqued one another’s coding until reaching full consensus on the definition and application of all codes used. In this way, we were able to simultaneously identify emergent findings and remain attentive to our methods’ rigor and interpretive attunement.

**CONCLUSION**

Politicians, media commentators, and researchers often repeat the argument that the teacher is the single most important school-level factor to student success. Still, we need to know more about what it is that teachers do to promote not only academic achievement, but also healthy youth development. Research has long pointed to the salience of STRs toward these ends. However, our deep dive into the first-generation survey instruments measuring STRs has revealed murkiness in how these instruments measure and define STRs.

The time is right for a second generation of student self-report STR survey instruments that are more developmentally and socioculturally attuned, specific, consistent, and actionable. Such instruments would enable educators and policymakers to better understand teachers’ contributions to strong STRs. The knowledge these instruments produce could, in turn, inform the design of preservice learning experiences, professional development opportunities, and even performance evaluation criteria for
This review can guide the development of new instruments and the refinement of older instruments, helping to move the field forward by providing concrete evidence of current STR instruments' strengths, shortcomings, and areas for future development. Ultimately, a more robust understanding of STRs requires a critical interrogation of what it is that we think we know about STRs and greater precision in the future measurement of this complex phenomenon. While this charge may seem steep, our findings reveal a clear pathway by which research can help teachers to become even more informed, supportive, and effective, and to promote classrooms in which students thrive.
Notes

1. For the sake of clarity, we distinguish the author-named construct of “teacher caring” from individual survey items that inquire whether teachers care about their students. The author-named construct (teacher caring) represents the phenomenon the instrument as a whole strives to measure. When we use the phrase teacher care, as opposed to teacher caring, we refer to the various survey items that specifically measure teacher care. These items appear in surveys measuring constructs of teacher caring but also in surveys measuring other constructs, such as connectedness.

2. As a note of caution when interpreting the results in Table 2, percentages are affected by the co-occurrence of multiple author-named constructs within each instrument.

3. References marked with an asterisk were included in this study’s analysis of self-report survey instruments. A full listing of included studies is available upon request.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of Articles in Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of articles (N)</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean sample size</td>
<td>4,391</td>
<td>Range: 62–83,731; median: 636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles analyzing group differences (%)†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age or grade</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>SES, sexual orientation, language, disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles that address validity (%)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With detailed explanation</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With a general overview</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With a citation</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin of measures (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17% of which describe how developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing measure(s)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>29% of which explain how or why adapted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified or adapted existing measure(s)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author-named construct measured (%)†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher support</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>Includes “teacher support” and “Support from adults in school”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“school support”, “teacher affective support” “social support from teachers”, “support from adult outside the home”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectedness</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Includes “teacher connectedness,” “teacher connection”, “connection to school”, “conventional and unconventional connectedness to teacher”, “student-teacher connectedness”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General relationship between student and teacher</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Includes “teacher relationship,” “domain-specific relationship,” “student-teacher relationship”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher caring</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>“Teacher caring” or “teacher care”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Includes teacher liking, beliefs about teachers, teacher monitoring, teacher respect, autonomy support, teacher acceptance, attachment to a teacher, teacher structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than one construct</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of items in instruments</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Range: 1–36; median: 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruments including at least one item that does not directly pertain to STRs (%)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Examples include items that refer simply to “adults” or “someone in school,” or that measure general qualities of school, such as fairness of rules or school safety.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Categories are not mutually exclusive.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item category</th>
<th>Instruments with item in category (%)</th>
<th>Instruments with item in category (%), sorted by author-named construct</th>
<th>Sample items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher caring</td>
<td>Teacher support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers care about student(s)</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>53.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“My teacher cares about what I think and likes me to talk about it,” “Teacher lets me know (s)he cares about me”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers listen to student(s)</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“My teachers really listen to what I have to say,” “Teachers will listen if I want to talk about a problem.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers treat student(s) fairly</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Teachers always try to be fair,” “This teacher treated me unfairly”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers show interest in or pay attention to student(s)</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“[The teacher] takes a personal interest,” “[The teacher] is interested in you as a person”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers treat student(s) with respect or honesty</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I am respected and appreciated by my teachers,” “Teachers here respect me”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers give help or advice</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Teachers go out of their way to help,” “This teacher never gave me help when I needed it.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers have time for student(s)</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“If students want to talk about something this teacher will find time to do it,” “[The teacher] spends very little time just talking with students.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student(s) and teachers get along</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I get along with my teachers,” “This teacher and I always seem to be struggling with each other”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student(s) can talk to teachers</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I enjoy talking to the teachers here,” “Do you have a hard time talking to your teachers?”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers criticize student(s) or make them feel bad</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“This teacher was always criticizing and punishing me,” “[The teacher] sees me as a big nuisance”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Author-named constructs are not mutually exclusive and co-occur within items and instruments.*